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Sustained Assessment
By facilitating enduring, collaborative
partnerships between scientists and
stakeholders (including state, local,
and Tribal governments, communities,
organizations, businesses, and
individuals), sustained assessment
increases the co-production and
application of climate information to
support climate resilience. In addition to
synthesizing and sharing the “state of the
science” on climate change, sustained
assessment activities facilitate dialogue
between scientists and on-the-ground
practitioners. In doing so, sustained
assessment expands our collective
understanding of climate change by
accounting for multiple ways of knowing
and learning (including Indigenous
knowledge and local observations).
Sustained assessment specialists (SASs)
enhance adaptation and resilience

efforts by strengthening the ability of
the NOAA Regional Integrated Sciences
and Assessments (RISA) teams across
the country to be a long-term resource
for communities, building lasting
relationships with information users.
SASs are able to identify information
needs and assess RISA contributions to
adaptation progress over time, which
allows for cross-RISA learning. SASs
also use the identified needs in their
regions to inform the National Climate
Assessment process.
Sustained assessment builds upon
subnational, federal, and international
climate assessments by providing climate
information in a way that is transparent,
ongoing, and tailored to meet the needs
of decision-makers that are seeking to
address climate risk.

The Network

The RISA Sustained Assessment
Specialist Network promotes
cross-regional collaboration,
leverages expertise, and
promotes learning and equitable
solutions within the adaptation
community. The network
advances a shared vision for
sustained assessment.

CCRUN

ACCAP

Conducted climate needs
assessments with
NYSERDA and the NYC
Mayor’s Office of Resilience
to inform local and state
adaptation planning

Serves as the backbone
organization for a
climate adaptation
Community of Practice
(CoP)

Accomplishments
of the
SAS Network

WWA
Identified
characteristics
of sustained
assessment
success

PACIFIC RISA
Collaboratively developed
assessments for the
US-Affiliated Pacific
Islands with authors and
technical contributors
from across the region

SCIPP

Climate liaison to
stakeholders
Adds engagement capacity
Helped create the Simple
Planning Tool for local EMs
and planners

GROWING THE
NETWORK
The RISA Sustained
Assessment Specialist
network includes both
current specialists and
former specialists who still
work within RISA programs.
Demand for our services
currently exceeds the
capacity, due to the limited
number of specialists.
Growing the network

to support a sustained
assessment specialist within
each RISA team would
provide critical support to
regionally- and nationally
relevant assessment
activities. An expanded
network will enhance
learning across regions and
inform equitable adaptation
efforts.
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